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31 IntrodutionThis doument is intended to be used by any new user of the ode KARINE .The basi linux ommands are supposed to be known (�le system ommands,environment variables use, basi shell sripts).The user is free to use and modify the soures of the ode. It has beenwriten in fortran 77, whih imposes some limitations, mostly for memorymanagement.Any question, remark, or improvement suggestion is welome, and shouldbe submitted by e-mail to the author (Vinent Eymet, eymet�energetique.ups-tlse.fr).1.1 Purpose of the odeKARINE is a radiative transfer omputing ode that an be used to solveinfrared radiative transfer problems in absorbing and sattering planetaryatmospheres. This program is using a Net Exhange Formulation (NEF )[1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6℄, di�erent from traditional �ux or radiative budget formulationsand analysis. It is based on the Monte-Carlo method.1.2 Geometri on�gurationThe program uses a plane-parallel geometri on�guration (also refered asa �slab� on�guration). In the ase of planetary atmospheres, using suha geometri on�guration will result in radiative transfer omputations fora horizontally homogeneous atmosphere (radiative properties of the atmo-sphere an only vary with altitude). The e�ets of planetary urvature arenot taken into aount.1.3 Physial hypothesisIn the general ase, a vertially inhomogeneous atmosphere (variations ofspeies onentrations, but also of temperature, with altitude) is devided intoa number of semi-transparent media layers, within whih optial propertiesare homogeneous. These atmospheri layers are surrounded by two parallelopaque planes (ground and spae), haraterized by a temperature and anhemispheri emissivity.



4In order to represent the temperature �eld, temperatures of ground andspae have to be spei�ed. These values are independant of temperaturesat the bottom and at the top of the atmosphere. For gas layers, values oftemperature must be given at the enter of eah atmospheri layer, at thebottom and at the top of the atmosphere. Temperature is onsidered aslinear between two onseutive data points.The program is urrently using a disrete k-distribution spetral model1 with the possibility to use any quadrature order. The spetral model isalso using the CK hypothesis for taking into onsideration the e�ets ofinhomogeneities. Every optial property (boundaries emissivities, gas andlouds absorption and sattering oe�ients) have to be de�ned for eahquadrature element, in eah narrowband.1.4 Numerial methodThe program KARINE is based on the Monte-Carlo numerial method [7, 8,9℄. Its main advantage is the possibility to ompute, in addition of eah result,a statistial standard deviation (that an be interpreted in terms of numerialunertainty) over eah result. The method mainly onsists in generating theoptial path of a number of energy bundles (also denoted as �rays� in thistext) from their emission to their absorption point. These optial paths in asattering medium are represented by a suession of non-urved segments.2 Radiative transfer omputations in the infrared part of the spetrum us-ing the Monte-Carlo method traditionnaly enounters well known numeri-al di�ulties: problems our for frequenies at whih the semi-transparentmedium is highly absorbing (typially, for water or arbon dioxyde absorptionbands in the ase of the terrestrial atmosphere). In a traditional Monte-Carloalgorithm, energy bundles that have been emitted at these frequenies willbe absorbed in the immediate viinity of their emission position; in order toompute radiative exhanges between distant loations with a reasonnableauray (a low standard deviation), a great number of energy bundles mustbe simulated.1It would be fairly easy to use instead a ontinuous k-distribution spetral model, suhas the k-distribution model orresponding to the Malkmus statistial model2In partiular, the e�ets of trajetories urvature assoiated with a variation of therefrative index (�mirrage� e�et) are not taken into aount.



5In KARINE , this problem was solved by using in the one hand, a for-mulation of radiative transfer that is adapted to optially thik medium andquasi-isothermal medium, and in the other hand, statistial sampling lawsthat an adapt to any medium optial thikness. For more information,please refer to artile [5℄.A speial mention must be made to the spetral sampling optimization.Eah energy bundle is assoiated with a frequeny and a quadrature index(this is due to the disrete k-distribution spetral model). The (also disrete)spetral probability density funtion used for frequenies and quadratureindex hoies is based on a preliminary estimation of the radiative transferresults, using a number of analyti expressions. Sine the frequenies thatare relevant for the omputation of a given result (for instane �uxes) maybe irrelevant for omputing another result (for instane radiative budgets),the program must be spei�ed whih kind of result the spetral probabilitydensity funtion (pdf) must be omputed for. This pdf is then used by theode for the Monte-Carlo omputation. In most ases, one result will beomputed with a greater auray than the others. For instane when thespetral pdf is based on the analyti expressions of radiative budgets, thesebudgets will be omputed with a better numerial auray (lower standarddeviation) than radiative �uxes.1.5 Analysis formalismThe program is using a Net Exhange Formulation for Net Exhange Ratesomputations, but also a �ux formulation for omputing �uxes. The NetExhange Rate (NER) between two geometri elements (boundary or gaslayer) i and j is de�ned as the energy rate emitted by i and absorbed by
j, minus the energy rate emitted by j and absorbed by i (see [6℄). Usingthe NEF, it is possible to have a quik and lear view of all radiative NER(energeti redistributions within the system) and thus a better understandingof the dominant radiative transfer meanisms.1.6 InformatisCompiling the program KARINE does not require external librairies: allsoure �les are inluded in the pakage. However, data and results vizualisa-tion requires the software GRADS. This software an be freely downloaded



6at the following URL: http://grads.iges.org/grads.html ; warning: when in-stalling binaries from the provided arhive, you will have to reate a symbolilink from the �grads� ommand to �grads� (into /usr/loal/bin or whereveryou install the exeutable �les).Data and results vizualisation will also require ghostview, aessible viathe ommand �gv� (symboli link or alias).KARINE will use small java applets for printing messages on-sreen. Itis preferable to have the java ommand (java ompiler) installed on yoursystem (it is available into the java-jdk toolkit) otherwise you will get errors atexeution time (even if those errors will not prevent KARINE from running).When using the program for the �rst time, it will ask if you aept tosend an information email to the author eah time a omputation starts,for support (personalized ompilation options) and debugging (whenever anunknown error ours). If you aept to send emails, you will need themutt or mail ommand-line tool properly installed on your system; muttis prefered sine it will smoothly send relevant �les (options.in, data.in andatmos_data.txt �les) as attahments.In terms of CPU time, two separate stages must be onsidered: the pre-liminary stage, that mainly onsists in building the spetral probability den-sity funtion, and the Monte-Carlo omputation by itself. It is also possibleto pre-ompute di�erent spetral pdfs, for a number of atmospheri on�g-urations, and to save them into a number of �les. It is also possible to usea pre-omputed spetral pdf in order to skip the preliminary stage of theomputation. Orders of magnitude for CPU time and memory loads aregiven in the following hart, for a typial modern mahine (64 bits proes-sors), for a typial atmospheri on�guration: Nmax = 90 (maximum numberof atmospheri layers), Nbmx = 70 (maximum number of spetral intervals)and Nqmx = 16 (maximum quadrature order) that are de�ned in the �/in-ludes/max.in� �le. You may get di�erents sores using di�erent values of
Nmax, Nbmx and Nqmx (see setion 4.1.3 for more information about this �leand how to hange the values of those variables).Please note that for a typial atmospheri on�guration, 1Gb of RAMshould be enough for running both the system and KARINE itself.
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Figure 1: Typial CPU time and memory loads



82 Installation and ompilation2.1 Notations and onventionsThroughout this doument, the following onventions will be used:
• Folder and �le names will be noted bold and between quotation marks(ex: �/home/user/�)
• Linux ommands will be noted in itali and between quotes (ex: 'd/home/user').Moreover, it is highly reommended for the user to de�ne a single envi-ronment variable that points to the ode main folder (folder that is reatedduring the installation of the ode). In this doument, this environmentvariable will be refered as RAYDIR. As an example, variable RAYDIR anpoint to folder �/home/user/Monte-Carlo/karine[X℄� , where user rep-resents the user name and X is the ode version number (the latest versionis urrently version 3.4.5, therefore we have karine[X℄=karine3.4.5. Thede�nition of this environment variable is usually done in �le .bashr (usingommand 'export RAYDIR='/home/user/Monte-Carlo/karine3.4.5' ') or in�le .shr (using ommand 'setenv' instead of 'export'. The ode main folderwill thus be refered as �$RAYDIR� .2.2 Program installationThe installation of KARINE requires to deompress an arhive (probablynamed �karine.tgz�) using the ommand 'tar -zxvf karine.tgz'. Folder �$RAY-DIR� that is reated during the deompression will inlude the followingsub-folders :
• �$RAYDIR/data/� : folder where reside KARINE input data �les.A number of example programs is provided in this folder -> see theREADME �le.
• �$RAYDIR/Do/� : ontains doumentation �les.
• �$RAYDIR/results/� : this is the main ode output folder.
• �$RAYDIR/plot/� : this folder ontains the �plot� sript that isused for data and results visualization. See the README �le.
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• �$RAYDIR/soure/� : folder that ontains the ode soure �les (.forextension).
• �$RAYDIR/inludes/� : folder that ontains the inlude �les (.inextension) used for the delaration of some variables.
• �$RAYDIR/objets/� : folder that ontains the objet �les (.o)
• �$RAYDIR/on�g/� : folder that ontains KARINE on�guration�le. See �on�gure.txt� that is reated by KARINE on the �rst run.Moreover, the folder �$RAYDIR� will also inlude the following �les :
• �Make�le� : is neessary to ompile the exeutable �le.
• �data.in� and �options.in� : needed to modify the Monte-Carlo al-gorithm behaviour, as well as the main program inputs/outputs. (f.4).2.3 Compiling the programOne the program soures are installed, the �rst ompilation an be startedusing the ommand 'make lan all' in folder �$RAYDIR� . Compiling theprogramwill �rst reate objet �les (.o extension) in folder �$RAYDIR/objets/�for eah soure �le in folder �$RAYDIR/soure/� , and then will link these�les to reate the exeutable �le �KARINE � .Every time a soure �le is modi�ed, the exeutable must be reompiled,using the ommand 'make all'. Re-ompiling the ode will overwrite theobjet �le(s) orresponding to the soure �le(s) that has(have) been modi�ed(and only these �les) and �nally generate a new exeutable �le. This resultsin faster ompilation.Whenever a new subroutine must be reated, it is advised to reate a newsoure �le (in folder�$RAYDIR/soure/� ) for this subroutine. The nameof this soure �le has then to be added to the soure �le list that resides in�Make�le� .When an inlude �le (in folder �$RAYDIR/inludes�) must be mod-i�ed 3, it is safe to remove every objet �le (using ommand 'make lean')3Whih is the ase in partiular when arrays sizes that are de�ned in �$RAY-DIR/inludes/max.in� beome too small. This point will detailled at hapter 4.



10then to perform a fresh new ompilation (using ommand 'make all'). Thefull list of options that an be used along with the ommand 'make' an besupplied using 'make help'. Alternatively, the �le �Make�le� an be edited.Notie : editing �$RAYDIR/Make�le� an be neessary in order tohange the ompiler name ('g77' by default), the main exeutable name('KARINE ' by default), or even to spe�y better ompilation options, sothat the program an run faster (options relative to the proessor and vari-ous optimization, debugging, or parallelization options).



113 Input data3.1 Con�guration, geometry and hypothesisOriginally, KARINE has not been spei�ally written for atmospheri appli-ations. It was designed for general infrared radiative transfer omputationsin absorbing and sattering, potentially inhomogeneous media, with the fol-lowing onstraints:
• A plane-parallel (slab) geometri on�guration - atmospheri radiativetransfer problems an be assimilated to a sub-lass of slab problems.
• The partiipating media an be inhomogeneous in onentration andtemperature; however, inhomogeneous media will be disretized into asuession of homogeneous gaz layers.
• The spetral model must be a k-distribution model, along with the CKhypothesis in order to take inhomogeneities into aount.
• In the ase of planetary atmospheres, the temperature pro�le will beonsidered as linear between two onseutive gas layers enters; thisresults from the need to have a ontinuous and derivable temperaturepro�le at layers interfaes (in order to make orret omputations foroptially thik media).KARINE uses a raytraing algorithm for sattering media that is used inslab on�gurations, whih is a valid approximation for numerous domains ofappliation, among whih ombustion and medial diagnosis.Notie 1 : the lower plane (ground) and upper plane (spae) are denotedrespetively layer 0 and layer m + 1. This is fairly important for data andresults visualization.3.2 The data �leThe omputing ode needs an input data �le: a desription of the ompu-tation grid, temperature and speies onentration data, optial propertiesfor eah omponent of the medium, for eah layer, for eah narrowband. In



12order to simplify the data entry proess, a single data �le, with all nees-sary information for the program to run, must be reated in folder �$RAY-DIR/data/� before running any omputation. The name of this data �lemay be hanged in �le �$RAYDIR/data.in� ; however, its default name is�atmos_data.txt� .The example program �make_data.for� provided in folder �$RAY-DIR/data/� an be used as a basis in order to reate your own input data�les. Command 'f0' will ompile this program in order to reate the exe-utable �le �make_data.exe� .What ontains the input data �le :
• m is the number of gas layers, Nb is the number of narrowbands, and

Nq is the k-distribution quadrature order.
• The m values of altitude (in meters) in array alt are altitudes for whihwe know the temperature; the omputing grid (array e) altitudes willbe obtained from these data points altitudes, as shown on �gure 2:initially, we know m temperature values, along with the m orrespond-ing altitudes alt(i), i = 0, m − 1 these temperatures are given at. Wewant to produe a m layers omputing grid (array e(i), i = 0, m) withtemperatures known at layers enters. 4 The m + 1 altitudes of array

e will be derived as follows: e(0) = alt(0) = 0, e(i) = alt(i−1)+alt(i)
2

for
i ∈ [1, m] and e(m) = alt(m). The m temperature data points arerespetively ground temperature, layer 2 enter temperature, et, layer
m − 1 enter temperature and spae temperature. As KARINE onlyonsiders the infrared part of the spetrum, there is no downward ra-diation from spae: spae temperature will therefore be null.Warning: in the on�guration desribed by �gure 2, it is not possibleto speify enter temperatures for layers index 1 and m. Whih is apossible ause of disomfort for subsequent results analysis for atmo-spheri appliations. It is however possible to visualize (see setion 5)all �reombined� results that are omputed by KARINE in addition tostandard results. Standard NERs and radiative budgets are omputedfor the standard analysis grid �e� that is shown in �gure 2. Reombined4The temperature pro�le will therefore be onsidered as linear between two onseutivelayers enters.
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T(0)Figure 2: Meshing the atmosphereNERs and radiative budgets are omputed over a �reombined� mesh,where the �rst layer is loated between e(0) and e(2), the seond layeris between e(2) and e(3), et, and the last (index m-2) layer is loatedbetween e(m-2) and e(m). In other words, the �rst layer of the reom-bined grid is onstituted by layers 1 and 2 of the standard grid, and thelast layer of the reombined grid is onstituted by layers m-1 and m ofthe standard grid. In this reombined grid, temp(1) is spei�ed in the�rst layer, and temp(m-2) is spei�ed in the last layer. ReombinedNERs and radiative budgets are therefore represented over a (m-2) gaslayers grid.
• The m + 1 altitudes of array e. e(0) is the ground altitude (zero),

e(i), i = 1, m are the top altitudes (in meters) of the m atmospherilayers.
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• The m values of pressure (in Pa), known for the m altitudes of array

alt.
• The m values of gas temperature (in K), known for the m altitudesof array alt, followed by Tg the temperature of ground and Ts thetemperature of spae.
• The m values of volumi mass (in kg/m3), known for the m altitudesof array alt.
• The m values of adiabati lapse rate (in K/km) for eah altitude of alt.
• The m values of gravity aeleration (in m/s2) for eah altitude of alt.
• The m values of non-ideality parameter γ (in law P.V = n.R.T.γ),dimensionless, for eah altitude of alt.
• The m values of thermal apaity (in J/kg/K) for eah altitude of alt.Next, for eah narrowband (label band), we have:
• The value of wavelenght (in µm) lower limit for the given narrowband,the value of wavelenght upper limit for the given narrowband, the valueof lower plane (ground) emissivity in the given narrowband, the value ofupper plane (spae) emissivity in the given narrowband, the Nq valuesof the weighting oe�ients for the Nq order quadrature, and �nallyvalues of the user-de�ned �ux that must be emitted by the ground andby spae in the urrent spetral interval (see �le �options.in�, in setion�spetral optimizations�).
• Then for quad = 1 to Nq:� The m values of total extintion oe�ient (in m−1) for the gas.� The m values of absorption oe�ient (in m−1) for the gas.� The m values of sattering oe�ient (in m−1) for the gas.� The m values of single-sattering albedo (dimensionless) for thegas.� The m values of phase funtion assymetry parameter (dimension-less) for the gas.



15� The m values of total extintion oe�ient (inm−1) for the aerosol.� The m values of absorption oe�ient (in m−1) for the aerosol.� The m values of sattering oe�ient (in m−1) for the aerosol.� The m values of single-sattering albedo (dimensionless) for theaerosol.� The m values of phase funtion assymetry parameter (dimension-less) for the aerosol.� The m values of total extintion oe�ient (in m−1) for the louds.� The m values of absorption oe�ient (in m−1) for the louds.� The m values of sattering oe�ient (in m−1) for the louds.� The m values of single-sattering albedo (dimensionless) for thelouds.� The m values of phase funtion assymetry parameter (dimension-less) for the louds.It should be notied that the information ontained in �le �atmos_data.txt�is redundant: for instane, if absorption and sattering oe�ients are known,it should not be neessary to reord also total extintion oe�ient and single-sattering albedo values. It would also be possible to reord only the valuesof total absorption and sattering oe�ients for the media in its global-ity, without making suh a lear distintion between the omponents (gas,aerosol, louds). However, this data �le is intended to inlude all the availabledata for a given atmospheri on�guration. This �le an be saved for furtheruse, or an be used by some other program designed on the basis of the samephysial hypothesis (linear temperature pro�le, optial properties onstantthroughout eah gas layer, the use of a k-distribution spetral model, et)but using total extintion oe�ient and single sattering albedo instead ofabsorption and sattering oe�ients.



164 Using the odeThis hapter will desribe the di�erent steps that should be ompleted beforerunning an atual atmospheri run, after the data �le �atmos_data.txt�has been reated, then it will preise what should be normally displayed onsreen during an atual run.4.1 SettingsOne suessfully ompiled, the program behaviour an be modi�ed de-pending on what it atually has to ompute, and also on a number of set-tings the user an modify. There are two important �les that should beheked before running the program: �$RAYDIR/data.in� and �$RAY-DIR/options.in� , that have a number of onnetions.4.1.1 File �$RAYDIR/data.in�This �le ontains a number of values that should be set before running theomputation ode. The values that should be spei�ed in �data.in� are thefollowing:Setion �General data� :
• Emission angle at the boundaries: value of the emission angle for raysthat are emitted at the boundaries. This value is used only when it hasbeen hosen (using the appropriate option in �le �options.in�) to startrays optial pathes at a given �xed angle. The value must be in degrees,and refers to a diretion relative to the loal normal. For instane, inorder to launh rays with a �xed emission diretion, perpendiularly tothe lower and upper planes, this value should be set to �0.0�.
• Emission angle for the gas: value of the emission angle for rays that areemitted by the partiipating media, in the ase that these rays mustbe emitted at a �xed angle (similarly to the previous value).
• Minimum / maximum wavelenght, in µm. This will set the radiativetransfer integration wavelenght range. These values will be used in thease that it has been hosen (in �le �options.in�) to make a radiativetransfer omputation for a fration of the spetral range the spetro-sopi data is available at. The spei�ed values are used as follows:



17the �rst (resp. last) narrowband used for spetral integration will bethe one that inludes the lowest (resp. greatest) spei�ed wavelenght.As suh, limits of the spetral interval will not really be those who arespei�ed, but rather the lowest wavelenght of the �rst narrowband, andthe greatest wavelenght of the last narrowband, whih are themselvesfound aording to the spei�ed values.
• Computation auray for NER (in W/m3) for �uxes (in W/m2) fornet �uxes (in W/m2): this is used to stop multiple sattering optialpathes whenever the energy bundle's ontribution to Net ExhangeRates or �uxes beomes weaker than the spei�ed value. In order tonot introdue extra numerial unertainty, this value will be set as smallas possible.
• Number of angular setors: is used to disretize the [0− π] interval, inorder to draw integrated upward and downward �uxes as a funtion ofthe angle. Warning: this value has to be even ! The ode will return anerror if the spei�ed value is odd. The ode will generate the followingresults �les:1. �Flux_as_int_ang.txt� and �Flux_des_int_ang.txt�: for eahlayer interfae, there are four olums: the minimum and maximumvalues of the angular setor, the value of the upward (downward)�ux in W/m2, and its unertainty in W/m2. Angles are spei�edas follows: values between π/2 and 3π/2 denoted upward dire-tions. Values between 3π/2 and π/2 denote downward diretions(in other words, a null angle orresponds to the downward verti-al).2. �angular_re�etivity.txt� and �angular_transmittivity.txt�: for eahlayer interfae, there are four olums: the minimum and maximumvalues of the angular setor, the value of re�etivity (transmit-tivity) (unitless) and its unertainty (unitless). Re�etivity andtransmittivity are the frations of energy emitted by the groundthat are transmitted or baksattered to eah layer interfae, ineah angular setor. These results are only valid if only the groundemits radiation: temperatures within the gas and for spae haveto be null in order for these results to be meaningfull.
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• Sattering events max number: imposes a limit on the number of pos-sible sattering events for every multiple sattering optial path. Thisparameter will only be taken into aount when the assoiated optionin �le �options.in� is set so that optial pathes are stopped after anumber of sattering events. This option is intended at quantifying forinstane the fration of a given result (radiative budget, NER, �ux)that is due to photons that have been sattered 0 times, 1 time, 2times,... n times.
• Number of random events per layer: this is the number of ray bundles,or energy bundles, or multiple sattering optial pathes, that will beemitted from eah geometri element (plane or atmospheri layer). Thebigger is this value, the more aurate the results will be (or the weakerthe Monte-Carlo numerial unertainty will be). Warning: in orderto redue by a fator 10 the numerial unertainties attahed to theresults, the number of random events per layer (and therefore the CPUtime) has to be inreased by a fator 100.The following parameters are the input and ouput �le names. Even ifthere is no reason to hange these, the user has the possibility to do so.



19Setion �Input data �les� By default, these �les will be looked for in thedata folder.
• Name of the �le that ontains all optio-geometri information desrib-ing an atmospheri on�guration. Default name: �atmos_data.txt� .
• Name of the �le that ontains all data relative to the louds phasefuntion. Phase funtion values must be spei�ed for a given numberof diretions. This gives the possibility of use a phase funtion di�er-ent from de default Henyey-Greenstein phase funtion that takes onlythe assymetry parameter as an input. There is an option in �le �op-tions.in� for using a di�erent phase funtion whose values are givenin this �le. Default value: �phase_funtion.txt�
• Name of the GCM pressure grid �le: the user an speify to use adi�erent pressure grid than the one provided in the input data �leatmos_data.txt. See desription of the �options.in� �le for moredetailed information about using a di�erent pressure grid. Defaultvalue: �meshGCM.txt�
• Name of the �le that ontains sensitivities of absorption oe�ients totemperature. Default value: �dkadT_pos0.01.txt� . This informa-tion is used when omputation of NERs to temperature is required. Anexample program for reating suh a �le is provided in the data folder:�write_dkadT� . Note: sensitivities omputations are disabled in the�light� version of KARINE .
• Name of the �le that ontains sensitivities of absorption oe�ientsto hemial speies onentrations. Default value: �dkadx.txt� . Thisinformation is used when omputation of NERs to onentrations isrequired. An example program for reating suh a �le is provided inthe data folder: �write_dkadx� . Note: sensitivities omputations aredisabled in the �light� version of KARINE .Setion �Major output data �les�
• File where the spetral pdf is stored. Default: �freq_opti.txt� . This�le will be reated within the data folder, and may be used by a newrun.
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• File ontaining interpolated optio-geometri data. Default: �atmos_data_interp.txt� .This �le will be reated within the data folder.
• Path to sensitivities output folder: indiate the path name to the folderwhere sensitivities results have to be stored. Sensitivities to tempera-ture and onentration output �les an easily weight more than a Gb.KARINE will ompute and print the exat amount of disk spae neededbefore the omputation. Note: sensitivities omputations are disabledin the �light� version of KARINE .Setion �Major output data �les�Better not to hange anything here.4.1.2 File �$RAYDIR/options.in�In this �le, all options relative to the Monte-Carlo algorithm behaviour anbe tweaked, along with a number of options relative to the way the programwill work:Monte-Carlo ore algorithm options+ Angular settings:
• Emission angle �xed for boundaries: if this option is set to 1, every rayemitted at a boundary will leave it at a �xed angle, whose value shouldbe spei�ed in �le �data.in� . If this option is set to 0, ray emitted ata boundary will leave it at random angles.
• Angular sampling follows Lambert law for boundaries: if this option isset to 1, rays emitted at a boundary will be emitted at random angles,with a lambertian probability density funtion. If this option is set to0, rays emitted at a boundary will use a di�erent angular pdf.
• Angular sampling follows isotropi law for boundaries: if this optionis set to 1, rays emitted at a boundary will be emitted aording toan isotropi pdf. It it is set to 0, another angular pdf will be used.It should be notied that if no option is set to hose the angular pdf,emission angles will be hosen aording to a speial angular pdf thatwas optimized as a funtion of the medium optial thikness (see. [10,6℄).
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• Speular or isotropi re�exion at the boundaries: if this option is setto 1, the fration of energy that falls on a boundary and that will bere�eted by it will be re�eted using a speular angular pdf. If it isset to 2, re�exion will our using an isotropi angular pdf (di�usere�exion).
• Emission angle �xed for gas layers Angular sampling follows lambertlaw for gas layers Angular samling follows isotropi law for gas layers:idential to the same options for the boundaries.
• Optimized angular pdf: if this option is set to 1, and no other optionrelative to angular pdf hoie is ativated, the angular pdf used in theMonte-Carlo algorithm will be the one developpend by de Lataillade etal, 2002 [10℄. It is optimized for purely absorbing media. This pdf hassine been improved to take into aount sattering (see. [6, 5℄). Thisseond pdf is used when this option is set to 2.+ Sattering algorithm:
• Emission algorithm in gas layers hoie: the value of this option willselet the algorithm used for energy bundles emission within gas lay-ers. Details onerning the two possible algorithms are given in V.Eymet PhD doument [6℄. In short, algorithm number 2 has a bet-ter behaviour (enables a faster numerial onvergene) for satteringmedia. Algorithm number 1 is a �lassial� emission algorithm. Bothalgorithms will have similar onvergene speeds for (nearly) purely sat-tering media.
• Phase funtion: if this option is set to 1, eah sattering event by aloud of partiles (aerosols, water louds, et) will use the Henyey-Greenstein phase funtion, whose asymetry parameter is given in theoptio-geometri input data �le. If it is set to 2, the program will lookfor a �user de�ned� phased funtion in �le �fontion.txt� . This �leshould ontain the value of the phase funtion for a given number ofdiretion, for eah narrowband (the format is has to be written at anbe found in soure �les). It should be notied that sattering events bygas moleules (Rayleigh sattering) uses the Rayleigh phase funtion.
• Stop optial path after a given number of sattering events: if thisoption is set to 1, eah optial path will be stopped after it reahes a



22given number of sattering events. This number has to be spei�ed in�le �data.in� . If it is set to 0, the number of sattering events for agiven optial path an be in�nite.+ Spetral optimizations:
• Radiative transfer omputation for a part or for the whole infraredspetra: if this option is set to 1, radiative transfer will be omputedfor the whole spetral range data is available for. If it is set to 2, itis possible to ompute radiative transfer for only a part of the wholespetral range. In this ase, the limits of the spetral range the ode hasto use should be spei�ed in �le �data.in� (see �Minimum / maximumwavelenght�).
• Monohromati NER and �uxes omputation: this option tells ex-pliitely the ode to ompute the NER matrix for eah narrowband.This will require a lot of memory (RAM) to run. This option wasintrodued beause of speial analyses requirements.
• Use Plank intensity for ground and spae or a user-spei�ed input�ux: it is possible to use either the Plank intensity at spei�ed groundand spae temperatures for emission from ground and spae, or a user-spei�ed intensity pro�le (as a funtion of narrowband). The purposeof this option is to allow the use of an input intensity that is di�erentfrom the Plank intensity. For instane, make omputations in thevisible part of the spetrum, or omputations with a laser emission(monohromati) in a old media. The ode will return the followingresults, that are valid only in the ase of a old media (i.e. if radiation isemitted only by the ground, gas and spae temperature must be null):1. �total_transm_re�.txt�: there are four olumns in this �le: thevalue of the total (spetrally integrated) transmittivity, i.e. thefration of energy emitted by the ground that reahes spae, itsunertainty, the total re�etivity, i.e. the fration of energy emit-ted by the ground that is baksattered at ground level, and itsunertainty.2. �spetral_transm_re�.txt�: idem, for eah spei�ed spetral inter-val. The two �rst olums are the minimum and maximum valuesof wavelenght (in µm) of eah spetral interval.
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• Plank intensity taken at narrowband enter of integrated over nar-rowband: it is possible to use the value of the Plank intensity takenat the enter of eah narrowband spetral interval (1) or the very a-urate value of the Plank intensity integrated over eah narrowbandinterval (2). In ommon ases, it does not introdue any di�erenebeause narrowband intervals are de�ned so that the Plank intensitydoes not hange a lot over eah interval. This option is meaningfullwhen spetral intervals are not longer �narrowband� intervals.
• Spetral sampling optimization for nothing/NER/�ux/previous om-putation : this option will determine whih spetral sampling opti-mization method to use. Setting it to 1 will make the ode ompute aspetral sampling probability density funtion (pdf) based on analytiNER (these analyti results an only be omputed within the hypoth-esis of a purely absorbing partiipating medium). This will result on aMonte-Carlo omputation optimized for NER. Fluxes will be omputedtoo, but they will be omputed with muh worse auray than NER.Setting this option to 2 will make the ode ompute a spetral samplingpdf based on analyti �uxes. In this ase, the Monte-Carlo algorith willompute NER less aurately than �uxes. In the ase this option is setat 0, the spetral sampling pdf by the Monte-Carlo algorithm will bea uniform pdf: both NER and �uxes will be omputed with the sameauray. If this option is set to 3, the spetral pdf omputed by theprevious run will be used (KARINE will hek that the atmospherion�guration has not hanged so that the previous pdf an be used).+ Data interpolation
• Interpolate spetrosopi data over a new GCM grid: input data �le(see �data.in� �le) omes with a vertial grid for whih altitude andpressure levels are given. However, it is possible to use a di�erent pres-sure grid from the default one, by setting this option to 1. The reasonis that the user may want to ompute radiative transfer results over asimpli�ed pressure grid (for instane the GCM may not require a veryhigh number of atmospheri layers). Instead of interpolating resultsover the new grid, this option will save omputation time by insteadinterpolating the input data. The interpolation module is quikly de-sribed below: The �rst step is to ompute an altitude grid attahed



24to the new pressure grid. Altitudes are exponentially interpolated be-tween two know pressure levels. If the new ground pressure is higherthan the default ground pressure, the orresponding altitude level willbe negative. Negative altitudes will make the Monte-Carlo algorithmrash. This is why, in this ase, all altitude levels have to be inreasedso that the ground altitude is set to zero. Note that this GCM grid isused for the subsequent radiative transfer simulation: �nal NER andksi matrixes will therefore be given for the GCM grid. The next step isto linearly interpolate temperature and spetrosopi data over the newaltitude levels (this is equivalent to interpolate the data exponentiallyover pressure levels). In the ase the ground pressure is higher that thedefault ground pressure, the temperature at the bottom atmospheremay beome higher that the default ground temperature. The groundtemperature is therefore taken equal to this value.
• Conservation of absorbant quantities: if interpolation over a new pres-sure grid is required, setting this option to 1 will ensure absorbantquantities will remain the same as over the default grid. This optionshould be used with extreme are: in partiular, it should not be usedif ground pressures are di�erent in the default and the new pressuregrids. Altitude levels will be arti�ially modi�ed so that absorbantquantities stik to given values.



25General options
• Monte-Carlo omputation: when ativated (1), this option will enablethe Monte-Carlo omputation. If it is not ativated (0), only the an-alyti alulation will be performed. This preliminary analyti alu-lation will always be performed; it is intended at estimating spetralNER and radiative budgets or �uxes (using various hypothesis, refer tothe �spetral sampling optimisation� setion) in order to optimize thespetral sampling during the Monte-Carlo omputation.
• Display omputation's state: if this option is set to 1, the program willdisplay on the xterm windows it was launh in di�erent messages thatindiate the progression of the omputation. In order to not displaythese messages, this option has to be set at 0.
• Display error messages: the program tries to identify the soure oferrors that may happen and ause the omputation to fail, and andisplay a message in the ase suh an error happens. These messagesare not always relevant, but may at least give lues on what the erroris. Setting this option at 1 will ause error messages to be displayed.Setting it at 0 will disable error messages display.
• Save spetral results: if this option is set to 1, the program will reord(see �data.in� for assoiated �le names) spetral results suh as radia-tive budgets and their di�erent ontributions, for eah narrowband. Ifthis option is set to 0, spetral results will not be reorded, and onlythe values of radiative quantities integrated over the spetra will besaved.
• Bakup intermediate results: if this option is set to 1, the program willperiodially bakup the omplete state of the omputation and all in-termediate results on the hard drive (the period an be adjusted usingthe �number of reords per layer� option below) in �les �arrays1.sav�et �arrays2.sav� , whih is neessary to resume an unvoluntarily inter-rupted omputation 5 If this option is set to 0, intermediate states willnot be reorded. This an be usefull for inreasing total running timesin the ase of short omputations.5Whether the ause of this interruption is a power shutdown or someone who rebootedthe system, judging it's not worth waiting your at least 24h omputation omes to an end.
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• Automati resume in the ase an interruption has been deteted: theode automatially detets if the previous run was interrupted or if itwas suessfully �nished. If an interruption has been deteted, and ifthis option is set to 1, intermediate results �les will be used to resumethe previous run. If no interruption has been deteted, or if this optionis set to 0, the ode will launh a new omputation.
• Number of reords per layer: if the bakup option is ativated, the valueof this option will set the number of bakups that must be performedduring the proess of rays emission and raytraing for eah atmospherilayer.
• Pseudo-random number generator: if this option is set to 1, the odewill use the standard simple-preision pseudo-random number gener-ator �urand� that KARINE was initially based upon. A full double-preision generator was subsequently added in order to inrease therandom generation period. This double-preision generator an be usedby setting this option to 2.Analyti omputations options
• Compute d(NER)/d(T) (1:yes/0:no). KARINE an ompute analytisensitivities of NERs to the temperature at the enter of eah gas layerwhen performing analyti omputations. Computation of d(NER)/d(T)requires a valid d(ka)/d(T) input data �le (see �data.in� . Note: sen-sitivities omputations are disabled in the �light� version of KARINE .
• Save d(NER)/d(T) matries and A,C,D,E,F matries when performinganalyti sensitivities d(NER)/d(T) omputations. Note: sensitivitiesomputations are disabled in the �light� version of KARINE .
• Compute d(NER)/d(x) (1:yes/0:no). KARINE an also ompute ana-lyti sensitivities of NERs to hemial speies onentrations. This willrequire a valid d(ka)/d(x) �le. Sensitivities of NERs to several hemialspeies onentrations an be performed simultaneously (see program�data/write_dkadx� for details). Note: sensitivities omputationsare disabled in the �light� version of KARINE .
• Save d(NER)/d(x) matries. Note: sensitivities omputations are dis-abled in the �light� version of KARINE .



274.1.3 Variables in �le �$RAYDIR/inludes/max.in�The suess of a omputation also depend on the values given to di�erentvariables delared in �le �$RAYDIR/inludes/max.in� . It may be ne-essary to modify these values in the ase some errors happen.
• Di�max: the value of this variable is used in the delaration of the ar-ray that reords the history of eah optial path; during eah satteringevent, the altitude this sattering oured at and the path lenght (inmeters) between the previous sattering event and this one will bothbe saved in this array. This array is reinitialized when the optial pathrosses a layer boundary. As a onsequene, its size must be greaterthan the number of sattering events that may our in a single atmo-spheri layer. Unfortunately, when the number of sattering events isgreater than �Di�max�, the ode generates an error messages and theomputation stops (this is probably not the best strategy though). Theerror message expliitely states that the value of �Di�max� should beinreased before trying a new run.
• Nmax: the maximum number of atmospheri layers m. If you get anerror �m=# while Nmax=#�, you may onsider inreasing the value ofNmax.
• Pmax: is used for intermediate exhanges arrays delaration. An errormessage warns the user when Pmax should be inreased.
• Nbmx: the maximum number of narrowbands Nb. If you get an er-ror �Nb=# while Nbmx=#�, you may onsider inreasing the value ofNbmx.
• Nqmx: the maximum quadrature order Nq. If you get an error �Nq=#while Nqmx=#�, you may onsider inreasing the value of Nbmx.
• PhMax: maximum number of disretization points for the �user de-�ned� phase funtion written in �le �fontion.txt� .
• Na: maximum number of disretization intervals for omputing spe-tral sampling aeleration arrays. A typial value of 10 gives a goodompromise between the CPU time saved by this aeleration methodand the time atually required to use the aeleration method.
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• kmin: value that will be given to absorption and sattering oe�ientsthat would be found equal to zero in the input data �le. This is onlya seurity, so that there is no division by zero, and for some othernumerial bugs that have been enountered.Warnings:
• You an hange any value in the �$RAYDIR/inludes/max.in�inlude �le. Keep in mind there are a lot of arrays de�ned using thesevariables. Therefore, you may enounter memory issues at run time ifthose values are too high.
• Whenever a value is hanged in �$RAYDIR/inludes/max.in� ,KARINE has to be entirely reompiled, using ommand make leanall. If you do not do this, your exeutable may not work any longer,sine you hanged an inlude �le and did not reompile all objet �lesthat use this inlude.4.2 Running a omputationWhen the input data �le has been suessfully reated, when the variousparameters of �les �data.in� and �options.in� have been set, and if theprogram has been suessfully ompiled, the user will be able to run a radia-tive transfer omputation.4.2.1 Launh the programIn order to run the program, the name of the exeutable �le 'karine' has tobe entered on the ommand line. Alternatively, the omand 'make run' anbe used to run a omputation, or resuming a previously interrupted ompu-tation. As long as the user remains logged on the system, the omputationwill not be interrupted.Now, given that atmospheri omputations may be rather time onsum-ming, espeially when a good auray is required over the results, it isreommended to run the program in the bath, using ommand nohup. Inorder to run the program as a bath proess, the following ommands maybe used: 'nohup karine.exe &' or 'nohup make run &'. The user may thenterminate its linux session.



29Advie : before running at atmospheri radiative transfer omputation,a number of points should be arefully heked:
• The input data �le should have been reated, with the right format,and it should ontain no 'Inf' or 'NaN' values. Zeros are generally notvery well managed. Using �plot� for visualizing data may help hekingthe input data �le.
• The program should be properly ompiled. The amount of RAM shouldbe heked, as should be the fat that enough memory an be alloatedto a single job (more espeially under the Cygwin system).
• Every parameter in �les �data.in� and �options.in� , and possiblyin �le �max.in� , should have orret values. Moreover, they shouldnot on�it with eah other. The program is designed to handle suhon�its, or at least display an error message if one ours.
• Chek that enough spae disk is free when performing sensitivities om-putations. KARINE will display the amount of disk needed for sensi-tivities result �les reord. Note: sensitivities omputations are disabledin the �light� version of KARINE .4.2.2 Messages displayed during a suessfull runIn the ase everything runs orretly, a number of messages should be dis-played to inform the user about the progress of the run:Messages relative to the beginning of the run
• When the previous omputation was suessfull, or when it was in-terrupted and the user deided to dump it, a message indiating thebeginning of a new run should be displayed.
• If the previous run was interrupted, and it was spei�ed to resume it,a message indiating the point it is resumed at should be displayed.Data analysis
• The minimum and maximum wavelenght of the spetral interval theradiative transfer will be omputed for are displayed.
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• The number of narrowbands in this interval, and for whih data isavailable, is displayed.NER or �uxes analyti estimation
• In the ase it was hosen to use a uniform spetral sampling pdf, (see�options.in� in setion 4.1.2), a message displays this hoie.
• In the ase it was deided to use a non uniform spetral pdf, the pro-gram will display the rate the spetral optimisation is omputed at,then two messages will indiate the alulation of spetral samplingaeleration arrays, and intermediate results reord.
• In the ase it was hosen to use a pre-omputed spetral pdf, a messagewill remind this hoie.Looking for known errors: next, the program tries to identify di�erentsoures of potential errors. This mainly onsists in heking that parametersin �les data.in and options.in are orret and do not on�it.Computation progress: during the run, the program will display the om-putation's progress, before the �rst ray of eah atmospheri layer is emitted.See setion 4.2.3 below for more information about the omputation progress.Post-proessing: when the Monte-Carlo algorihtm has �nished, the pro-gram will use its results to ompute de�nitive radiative transfer quantities(NER, �uxes, radiative budgets) and reord these results in the appropriateoutput �les.4.2.3 Cheking the omputation progressA message is displayed before the �rst ray is emitted from any boundary oratmospheri layer. This lets the user know exatly what is the state of theprogram at any time. However, when the program is run as a bath job andthus progress messages are no longer displayed, or when it is neessary tohek more thoroughly the progress of the ode, some �les may be visualizedfor more detailed information:
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• �$RAYDIR/state� : displays the layer the omputation is running in,and what is the number of the last ray a bakup was made for. Theseinformation are also available as a perentage of the omputation loadfor the urrent layer, and as a perentage of the total omputation load.In addition, this �le shows the estimated date and time the end of therun has been envisaged at. This estimation is based on the CPU timethat was required to ahieve the omputation until the last bakup,and the total omputation load that has to be ahieved.
• �$RAYDIR/time� : displays the time (in hours:minutes:seonds) elapsedbetween two suessive bakups, for all bakups that have been made,and the estimated time until next bakup.4.2.4 Tips
• You an pause the exeution of KARINE , using linux ommand-linetools. While running, �nd KARINE 's pid (using 'top' or 'ps -aux | grepkarine'). #pid refers to the pid of the proess. Now, you an pausethe proess using 'kill -19 #pid' and resume it using 'kill -18 #pid'.KARINE displays a message when it is paused and resumed.
• Easter egg: if you survived reading this doumentation �le, try usingthe following ommand while KARINE is running, provided that youknow its pid: 'kill -10 #pid'



325 Results visualizationThe 'plot' sript that is provided in the �plot� folder an be used for dataand results visualization. This sript is used as a ommand-line tool, whihmeans for instane: 'plot ka gas' will draw a map of the absorption oe�ientvalues, as a funtion of gas layer index and narrowband spetral intervalindex. Similarly, 'plot ner' will display the integrated NER matrix. 'plot�use Grads software to displays olor maps. Therefore, you must have Gradsinstalled on your system before using 'plot'.Plot needs some information before it an be used: you need to indiatewhere is the input data �le that was used, and where are loated the folderthat ontain the results you want to display. 'plot' an atually use twodi�erent folder path names, so that it an ompute and display di�erenesbetween two given results sets. Follow instrutions in �le �graphi� for pathnames spei�ations.You will be able to display a lot of data and results using the 'plot' sript.Please refer to the README �le for available ommands. Here is a quikdesription of what 'plot' is able to display:5.1 Data plots
• Absorption, sattering, and total extintion oe�ients.
• Asymetry parameters, single-sattering albedoes.
• Distintion between gas, aerosols and louds parameters.
• Mean overlap parameter (for gas only); possibility to get it for individ-ual spetral intervals.
• Pressure and temperature pro�les.5.2 Results plots
• The Monte-Carlo integrated NER matrix, its unertainties, e�ets ofsattering on the integrated NER matrix, and di�erenes between twoNER matries.
• The analyti integrated NER matrix, and di�erenes between two an-alyti NER matries.
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• ξ oe�ients and their di�erenes.
• The analyti NER matrix for every narrowband interval, or for a givennumber of narrowband intervals. E�ets of sattering and di�erenes.
• Radiative budgets, and their full deomposition: gas-spae, gas-groundand gas-gas omponents. E�ets of sattering and di�erenes.
• Fluxes: integrated, for a given spetral interval, or for a number ofnarrowband intervals, or at a spei�ed altitude. E�ets of sattering,di�erenes. Monte-Carlo and analyti.
• Standard deviations over every Monte-Carlo result.5.3 Tips and advies
• 'plot' integrates and automati detetion of visualization results. Whihmeans that in most ases, the user should not worry about sales, thenumber of olors in a map, or the numeri levels assoiated to theseolors. However, it is possible to speify some options to the sript:inrease or derease the number of olors (and assoiated visualizationlevels), inrease or derease levels themselves. Every olor map an bedisplayed in blak and white for a print-friendly result. NERs, radia-tive budgets and ξ oe�ients an be visualized for both standard andreombined grids (see setion 3). Please refer to the README �le fordetails.
• The sript will look for basi data (number of atmospheri layers, num-ber of narrowbands and quadrature order, et) in the spei�ed inputdata �le. Spei�ed results sets must be ompatible with this data �le(at least one result set should have been obtained using the spei�eddata �le).
• Of ourse, any bug or suggestion an be submitted to the author:eymet�energetique.ups-tlse.fr



346 Frequently asked questionsThis user guide is probably not omplete as it is. Users who would not �ndanswers to their questions in this setion are welomed to submit them tothe author by e-mail (eymet�energetique.ups-tlse.fr). Answers will be addedto this last setion.Numerial unertainties over my results are too high. How anI redue them ?All you have to do is to inrease the number of rays optial pathes randomgenerations for the Monte-Carlo algorithm (see setion 4.1.1). Remind thatdereasing numerial unertainties by a fator 10 requires to inrease thenumber of random generations (and the CPU time) by a fator 100. Assuh, it is not always possible to derease numerial unertainties.When I use ommand �plot�, I get an error of this kind:/usr/bin/ld: unreognized option '�stak'/usr/bin/ld: use the �help option for usage informationollet2: ld returned 1 exit statusLook for ompilation sripts (most probably f0, f1,et) where should residethe following ompilation option: -Wl,�stak,0x4000000. All you need is toremove or to omment this option. It was added for ompiling programs thatrequire heavy memory loads under Cygwin.The program starts, it does a spetral optimization, says noerrors has been found and therefore the omputation will start,the initial random seed is set, but it's de�nitely stuk there. Whatis going on ?After setting the random seed, the program will initialize some arraysthat are needed by the Monte-Carlo algorithm. If there is no error message,but the omputation does not start at this stage (and you an see your pro-ess alive, but taking no CPU time at all), it is beause you do not haveenough RAM on your system: the initialization will take forever beausethe arrays have been set to SWAP memory (on the hard drive). You mightderease the values of parameters 'Nmax', 'Nbmx' and 'Nqmx' (that deter-



35mine arrays sizes) to the minimum required for your omputation, and thenreompile the whole program (using �make lean all�). Remember that formost on�gurations, you will need at least 512Mb of RAM.You an alternatively inrease the amount of RAM on your system OR usea mahine with more RAM OR use a PhD student whose personal laptophas enough RAM. Finally, if all above solutions failed, you may try usingthe �light� version of KARINE , whih has been optimized for low memoryonsumption. See details about the �light� version below.When I run the program, I only get a message �proess stopped�This an happen on some systems. This is beause the proess (karine)requires more memory than available on the system (although the systemshould allow the proess to run on swap, but you would end up with theprevious ase). Use above reommendations.I get a message �segmentation fault�This an happen for two reasons: one again, if you do not have enoughRAM (use above advies) or beause of a bad array delaration. In the latterase (or if you don't know what is going on), please submit the bug to theauthor.Why a �light� version of KARINE ?�Using the full version of the ode may require tremendous amounts ofRAM (i.e. more than 4Gb) for heavy atmospheri on�gurations (more than300 narrowbands and more than 100 gas layers). This is all beause thedelaration of huge arrays that are required for sensitivities omputations.This is the reason why a �light� version of KARINE is developped in par-allel with the full version. The only di�erene between the full and the lightversions is that sensitivities omputations have been ompletely removed inthe light version. All options relative to sensitivities are therefore irrelevantin the light version. The light version ode soure is automatially generatedfrom the full version soure ode. Every ode modi�ation (in the full ver-sion, whih is the only one that is developped) is therefore propagated in thelight version.If you enounter memory-related ompilation issues with the full versionof KARINE , you may try the light version.
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